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Considering the limited measurement range of a machine vision method for the three-dimensional (3D) surface measurement
of large-scale components, a noncontact and 	exible global measurement method combining a multiple 
eld of view (FOV) is
proposed in this paper.�emeasurement system consists of two theodolites and a binocular vision systemwith a transfermark.�e
process of multiple FOV combinations is described, and a new global calibrationmethod is proposed to solve the coordinate system
uni
cation issue of di�erent instruments in themeasurement system. In addition, a high-precision image acquisitionmethod,which
is based on laser stripe scanning and centre line extraction, is discussed to guarantee themeasurement e�ciency.With themeasured
3D data, surface reconstruction of large-scale components is accomplished by data integration. Experiments are also conducted to
verify the precision and e�ectiveness of the global measurement method.

1. Introduction

In the 
eld of modern manufacturing and assembly, the
accuracy of large-scale components of dimensions is required
to guarantee automatic assembly of high-end equipment. To
ensure that the components are manufactured as designed,
the dimensions of the components have to be accurately
measured [1, 2]. However, the measurement range for
large components is too large to rapidly complete onsite
measurements using a single instrument. For large high-
precision parts that are used in aerospace and aviation,
mark points are not allowed to be pasted on the surfaces
of the components; that is, the measuring methods that
only work with the marks pasted on the surfaces are not
suitable. Large-scale components, such as wings of airplanes
and large antenna radomes, are usually clamped onto a
bracket to prevent deformation prior to assembly. As a
result, the surfaces of these components are partly blocked
from view, and the area of interest for the measurement
instrument is invisible from a speci
c viewing angle. �us,
studies of noncontact and 	exible global measurement meth-
ods for 3D surface measurement of large-scale components

are important for high-quality assembly in aerospace and
aviation.

Machine vision measurement has such advantages as
noncontact, high e�ciency, and high accuracy, so it has been
extensively applied to industry [3–5]. Recently, researchers
have proposed large-scale componentmeasurementmethods
that are based on machine vision [6–8]. �ere are three
main machine vision methods using in the measurement
of large aviation components; they are photogrammetry [9–
11], structured light method, and binocular vision [12–15].
Photogrammetry is a method to collect quantity of re	ective
marks pasted on the surface of a part using a single camera
and reconstruct themarks to represent the surface of the part.
A system called V-STARS adopted this method to measure
the lay-up tool of Boeing B320 aircra� [16]. �e system con-
sists of a high resolution camera and re	ective marks which
need to be a�xed onto the surface of the measured part. �e
marking points can be reconstructed by the images captured
by the camera. �e system has the advantages of good
portability. However, pasting the marking points is time-
consuming, and it is di�cult to measure the entire surface
using marking points, especially the boundary of the surface;
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structured light method is to reconstruct the projecting light
by building the triangulation between the monocular camera
and the active projecting light (laser/grating). During the
measurement, the camera and the position of the projecting
light have to remain relatively still, which brings a problem
that, to guarantee the measurement accuracy, the FOVs
for measurement are a few. To measure parts using large
FOV, measurement equipment needs to be driven by highly
accurate movement mechanisms to scan parts, as a novel
3D scanning measurement technique for large components
proposed by Jiang et al. [17]. However, in 
eld of aviation
assembly, limited to complex environments, the method
that uses large and highly accurate movement mechanisms
to achieve on site measurement for large components is
impractical. A German company Gom measures large com-
ponents with structured lights and photogrammetry and has
developed a measurement system called ATOS based on
pro
lometry with grating and another system called TRITOP
based on photogrammetrywith re	ectivemarks, respectively.
NASA combined the ATOS system with the TRITOP system
to measure X-38 aircra� [18], whereas too many moves of
the method are needed, and quantity of mark points has
to be stuck on the surfaces of parts ahead of measurement.
Binocular vision is a method that uses binocular cameras
to collect features projected onto surface to be measured
and reconstruct the surface; a light probe based large FOV
3D vision measurement system proposed by Feng and Wei,
which is based on binocular vision, can measure the curved
surface of a large-scale object [19]. However, keeping the
aided target steady during the measuring process is di�cult,
and only the coordinates of the points on the curved surface
can bemeasured using thismethod.�emeasuring process is
complex, and the measurement accuracy is unstable. �ere-
fore, a novel global measurement method for 3D surfaces of
large-scale components, which is based on a multiple 
eld of
view (FOV) combination, is proposed in this paper.

First, the principle and measurement process of the
proposed method are introduced. Second, the calibration
method of the measurement system is presented. �ird, the
algorithms of laser stripe extraction, image matching, and
reconstruction are described. Last, the 	exibility and preci-
sion of themeasurementmethod are veri
ed by experiments,
as discussed in Section 5.

2. Measurement Principle

�e measurement system is a binocular vision system that
consists of two theodolites and a transfer mark that is
designed for the transition of views. In themeasuring process,
two theodolites that are placed in the back are employed
as the global control station for 
eld combination and data
integration. �e binocular vision system with the transfer
mark is placed in the front to capture an image of the
component surface. �e global measurement coordinate
system is established on the le� theodolite to ensure that the
binocular vision system can be placed in any position in the
measurement range of the theodolites. By transferring the
surface information that is captured by cameras in di�erent
positions into the global coordinate system, high-precision

data integration can be achieved.�emeasurement principle
of the system is shown in Figure 1.

As the measurement system consists of di�erent types of
instruments, the measurement coordinate systems, respec-
tively, established on these instruments are di�erent as well.
To reconstruct an entire surface, the coordinates that are
measured by these instruments must be uni
ed in the
global coordinate system. �e Craig expression method of
coordinate transformation is adopted in this paper to express
the transformation relation [20].�e coordinate vector of any

point � in the coordinate system � is expressed as �P

�
P = ���→OP = [[

[
	


�
]]
]

⇐⇒ ��→
OP = 	i + 
j + �k, (1)

where (	, 
, �) is the coordinate of point �. Two theodolites
are employed as the global measurement control station
of the measurement system. �e global coordinate system�G	G
G�G is established on the le� theodolite.

�ebinocular vision systemconsists of two industry com-
plementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras.
�e coordinate system of the le� camera—�CL	CL
CL�CL—is
established on the le� camera, with the origin on the optical
centre of the camera, and the coordinate axis is in the same
directions as the axis of the image sensor. Similarly, the right
camera coordinate system—�CR	CR
CR�CR—is established
on the right camera.

In the process of measurement, the large component to
be measured must be divided into multiple 
elds of view
and measured several times; thus, the cameras must be
moved to di�erent positions. To connect the mobile camera
coordinate systems with the 
xed global coordinate system, a
transfer mark is taken into use of the binocular vision system.
�e relative position between the mark and the cameras
remains unchanged during the measurement. By measuring
the feature points on the mark, two theodolites in the back
can obtain the position and the direction of the binocular
vision system. �e coordinate system of the transfer marks�M	M
M�M and M

G
H is the transformation matrix from the

transfer mark coordinate system to the global coordinate
system.

�e measurement process of the proposed system is as
follows: 
rst, the system is calibrated, which includes the cal-
ibration of two theodolites, the binocular cameras, and their
transformation relation which is calibrated using the transfer
mark. Second, the surface of the large-scale component is
arti
cially divided into several parts and separately measured
by the binocular cameras at di�erent positions; based on
binocular vision method with assisted laser, the 3D point
cloud data of measured part is obtained [21]. �ird, feature
points on the transfer mark are measured by two theodolites
for coordinate system transformation. Last, the data of every
measured part obtained by the cameras at di�erent positions
are integrated into the global coordinate system. With fusion
of the obtained data, the component with overall size is
measured. With the data obtained, the entire surface of the
large component can be reconstructed.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the measurement system.

3. Calibration of the Measurement System

�e calibration of the measurement system is the foundation
of the 3Dmeasurements.�e proposed measurement system
consists of di�erent instruments. �us, the high-precision
calibration of all instruments is essential for ensuring the
accuracy of large 
eld measurements.

To measure the large surface of a component, the binoc-
ular vision system must be moved several times to acquire
regional characteristic information. Due to the changed
measuring position, the spatial location of the camera coor-
dinate system varies in the meantime. �us, an accurate
transformation relationship between the camera coordinate
system and the global coordinate systemmust be established.

In this paper, the global coordinate system is established
on the le� theodolite.�e two-theodolite system is calibrated
according to the two-theodolite spatial three-dimensional
(3D) measurement model. �e binocular cameras are cali-
brated using Zhang’s calibration method [22]. By measuring
the coordinates of the feature points on the transfer mark
with the theodolites, the relation among the theodolites, the
binocular cameras, and the transfer mark can be obtained. In
this manner, global calibration is accomplished.

3.1. Calibration of Two �eodolites. �e global coordinate
system is established on the le� theodolite according to the
perspective projection model [23, 24]. As shown in Figure 2,

the 3D coordinate system �TL	TL
TL�TL of the le� theodolite
is constructed with the origin on the observation centre�TL. �e two-dimensional (2D) image coordinate system�TL�TL�TL of the le� theodolite is established at �TL =1 in �TL	TL
TL�TL. �e relation between �TL�TL�TL and�TL	TL
TL�TL can be calculated based on the perspective
projection model as

[[
[
�TL�TL1

]]
]

= �[[
[
	TL
TL�TL

]]
]

= [[[[
[

cot�TL

tan�TL

sin�TL1
]]]]
]

, (2)

where � is the scale factor, �TL is the horizontal angle, and�TL

is the vertical angle obtained by the theodolite. For ensuring
the accuracy of measurement, the degree of the horizontal
angle and the vertical angle should not be about 0 degrees or
90 degrees. (�TL, �TL) and (	TL, 
TL, �TL) are the coordinates
in the 2D image coordinate system of the le� theodolite
and the coordinates in the 3D coordinate system of the le�
theodolite, respectively.

Similarly, the 3D coordinate system �TR	TR
TR� TR
and

the 2D image coordinate system �TR�TR�TR of the right
theodolite are established, and the relationship between these
two systems is calculated.
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Figure 2: Coordinate systems for the two theodolites.

�e coordinate vector of point P in �TL	TL
TL�TL is

expressed as TLP, and TRP is the coordinate vector of point

P in �TR	TR
TR�TR. �e relationship between TLP and TRP is
expressed as

[TR
P

1 ] = TL

TR
H[TL

P

1 ] = [ TL

TR
R TL

TR
t

0� 1 ][TL
P

1 ] , (3)

where TL

TR
R = [ �1 �2 �3�4 �5 �6�7 �8 �9

], TL

TR
t = [�1 �2 �3]�, TL

TR
R is

the coordinate rotation matrix, and TL

TR
t is the coordinate

translation matrix.

According to (2) and (3), we can obtain

(�1 − �TR�3) (!7�TL�TR + !8�TL�TR + !9�TR − !4�TL

− !5�TL − !6) = (�2 − �TR�3) (!7�TL�TR

+ !8�TR�TL + !9�TR − !1�TL − !2�TL − !3) .
(4)

By measuring a target of certain length thrice using the

two theodolites, the rotation matrix TL

TR
R and translation

matrix TL

TR
t are obtained.

In the global coordinate system, the coordinate vector of
any point � in the FOV is expressed as

G
P =

[[[[[[[[
[

cot�TL ⋅ G�
tan#TL

sin�TL

⋅ G�
�1 − cot�TR

cot�TR (!7 cot�TL + !8 tan�TL/ sin�TL + !9) − (!1 cot�TL + !2 tan�TL/ sin�TL + !3)

]]]]]]]]
]

, (5)

where �TL is the horizontal angle, �TL is the vertical angle
obtained by the le� theodolite, and�TR is the horizontal angle
obtained by the right theodolite.

3.2. Calibration of Binocular Cameras. Two industrial cam-
eraswith high resolution are employed in the 3D surfacemea-
surement system. To measure the surface of the large-scale
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Figure 3: Binocular-camera measurement system with the transfer mark.

component that is blocked, the binocular cameras must be
moved to di�erent positions.

�e pixel coordinates vector of point � in the image coor-

dinate system is Cp = [C$�, CV�]�, and the coordinates vector
in the World Coordinate System is W

P = [W	�,W
�,W��]�.
A�er the calibration of the cameras, the relation between Cp

and W
P can be described by

[Cp

1 ] = K ⋅ H ⋅ [W
P

1 ] = K ⋅ [R t

0� 1] ⋅ [W
P

1 ] , (6)

where K is the intrinsic matrix of the binocular vision
system and H is the extrinsic matrix. R is the coordinate
rotation matrix and t is the coordinate translation matrix.
�e coordinate system of the le� camera is considered as
the global coordinate system, so the transformation matrix,
the rotation matrix, and the translation matrix from the
coordinate systemof the right camera to the global coordinate

system are set to be CR

CL
H, CR

CL
R, and CR

CL
t, respectively.

3.3. Calibration of the Relationship between the Binocular
Cameras and the Transfer Mark. In the process of measure-
ment, the transfer mark is essential for the transformation
from the camera coordinate system to the global coordinate
system.

As the transfer mark is not in the opposite direction to
the binocular cameras, the feature points on the mark cannot
be captured by the cameras. �e transformation relation
between the camera coordinate system and the transfer mark
coordinate system cannot be directly established. As a result,
the calibration processmust be divided into the following two
steps.

(1) Transformation from the Transfer Mark Coordinate System
to theGlobal Coordinate System. To guarantee the transforma-
tion precision, a high-precision checkerboard is employed as
the transfer mark.�e checkerboard is placed in the opposite
direction to the binocular cameras on the bracket, as shown
in Figure 3.

�e coordinate system of the transfer mark �M	M
M�M
is established with the origin at the centre point of the
checkerboard �M. �e directions of the �M axis and the �M

axis are de
ned, as shown in Figure 3. �e direction of %M

axis is de
ned by the coordinate right-hand rule.
By measuring the feature points on the transfer mark

with two theodolites, the transformationmatrix M

G
H between

the transfer mark coordinate system and the global coordi-
nate system is acquired. �e transformation relation can be
expressed as

[G
P

1 ] = M

G
H[M

P

1 ] = [M

G
R M

G
t

0� 1 ][M
P

1 ] , (7)

where M

G
R is the rotation matrix from the transfer mark

coordinate system to the global coordinate system and M

G
t is

the translation matrix.

(2) Transformation from the Binocular-Camera Coordinate
System to the Global Coordinate System. �e binocular-
camera coordinate system is constructed on the le� camera.
�e 	CL axis on the image plane is horizontal, and the 
CL
axis on the image plane is vertical, as shown in Figure 3.
First, feature points on the transfer mark are measured by
two theodolites and reconstructed in the global coordinate
system. Second, the same points are measured by binoc-
ular cameras and reconstructed in the binocular-camera
coordinate system. With the two groups of coordinates,
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the transformation relation C

G
H between the two coordinate

systems can be written as follows:

[G
P

1 ] = C

G
H[C

P

1 ] = [C

G
R C

G
t

0� 1 ][C
P

1 ] , (8)

where C

G
R is the rotation matrix from the binocular-camera

coordinate system to the global coordinate system and C

G
t is

the translation matrix.

(3) Transformation from the Binocular-Camera Coordinate

System to the Transfer Mark Coordinate System. As M

G
H

and C

G
H were determined in the preceding section, the

transformation matrix C

M
H from the binocular-camera coor-

dinate system to the transfer mark coordinate system
can be obtained based on the invariance of the spatial
vector. �e transformation relation can be expressed as
follows:

[M
P

1 ] = C

M
H[C

P

1 ] = M

G
H
−1 C

G
H[C

P

1 ] . (9)

A�er the calibration, the relative position between the
binocular cameras and the transfermark remains unchanged.
In the process of measurement, data transformation from the
binocular-camera coordinate system to the global coordinate

system is achieved by calibrating M

G
H with the two theodo-

lites.

4. Acquisition and Reconstruction
of a Large-Scale Three-Dimensional
Surface of a Component

4.1. Local Image Processing and Reconstruction. In a single
FOV, the feature information of the component is measured
using a laser scanning method. �e assisted laser stripes that
are projected on the surface of the component are captured
by a binocular vision measurement system.

Prior to reconstructing the laser stripes, the centres of
the stripes are extracted using a grey centroid method [21].
�e corresponding centre points of the le� and right images
are matched by the polar constraint of the cameras of the
binocular vision system. �e matching equation is expressed
as

x
�
l
Fxr = 0, (10)

where 	l is the coordinate vector of the laser stripe centre
point in the le� image and 	r is the coordinate vector of the
laser stripe centre point in the right image. �e fundamental
matrix F can be calculated using two calibration target points
with an exact distance [25].

A�er matching the feature points of the le� and right
images, reconstruction of the image can be realized according
to the binocular reconstruction principle. �e coordinate
vector of any point � in the camera coordinate system can
be expressed as

C
P =

[[[[[[[[[[
[

C�CL��&1
C�CL��&1&1 (&2��2 − CR����3)

CR�� (!�7CL�� + !�8CL�� + !�9&1) − &2 (!�4CL�� + !�5CL�� + !�6&1)

]]]]]]]]]]
]

, (11)

where CL

CR
R = [ ��1 ��2 ��3��4 ��5 ��6

��7 ��8 ��9
] and CL

CR
t = [��1 ��2 ��3]�. CL

CR
R is

the rotation matrix from the right camera relative to the

le� camera, and CL

CR
t is the translation matrix from the right

camera to the le� camera; they can be obtained by the

calibration of the binocular cameras. (CL��, CL��) are the
coordinates of point � in the image coordinate system of the

le� camera; (CR��, CR��) are the coordinates of point� in the
image coordinate systemof the right camera.&1 and&2 are the
e�ective focal length of the le� camera and the e�ective focal
length of the right camera, respectively.

4.2. Reconstruction of a 3D Surface of a Large-Scale Com-
ponent. A binocular vision system is utilized to capture
the large-scale component in di�erent positions. Measuring

the spatial positions of the feature points on the transfer

mark with the two theodolites, M

G
H in di�erent positions

can be calculated. With the intrinsic parameters that are
calibrated in the laboratory and the extrinsic parameters that
are calibrated onsite, the local coordinates are transferred
to global coordinates according to (8) and (10). �e global
reconstruction of a 3D surface of a large-scale component can
be realized.

5. Measurement Experiments

�e global measurement system for the 3D surface of a large-
scale component was set up in a laboratory, as shown in
Figure 4. �e binocular vision system in the front consists
of two CMOS cameras (Vieworks, VC-12 MC-M/C 65 with
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Figure 4: Globalmeasurement system for 3D surfacemeasurement.

35mm lenses and a resolution of 3072 × 4096, the principled
limitation of the resolution is about 0.5mm) and a transfer
mark (checkerboard of 12 × 9 checkers with an interval
of 30mm and an accuracy of 0.5 8m,). Two theodolites
(Kolida, accuracy of 1��) are set in the back. According to
the presented global calibration method, the theodolites and
the relationship between themark and the binocular cameras
are precisely calibrated in the laboratory. �e reconstruction
experiment is conducted with this measurement system.

5.1. Calibration of the Global Measurement System and Ac-
curacy Evaluation. According to the calibration method
proposed in Section 3, the calibration experiments of the
measurement system are conducted in the laboratory.

(1) Calibration of the System Parameters. �e transformation

matrix C

M
H is calibrated. Based on the coordinates of six spa-

tial feature points and the orthogonal constraint condition of
the rotation matrices, the rotation matrix and the translation
matrix of the two-theodolite system are obtained as follows:

TR

TL
R = [[

[
0.8493 −0.0001 0.5279
0.0091 0.9999 −0.0144
−0.5278 0.0170 0.8492

]]
]

,

TR

TL
t = [[

[
−1576.7
−17.3
496.3

]]
]

.
(12)

�e global coordinate system is constructed on the le�
theodolite.

�e calibration results of the binocular cameras are
shown as follows:

�e intrinsic parameters of the le� and right cameras are

KCL = [[
[
6216.12 0 2120.73

0 6222.63 1578.84
0 0 1

]]
]

,

KCR = [[
[
6199.83 0 2036.88

0 6202.82 1536.43
0 0 1

]]
]

,
(13)

where KCL and KCR are the intrinsic parameters matrices of
the le� camera and the right camera, respectively.

�e extrinsic parameters of the binocular cameras are

CR

CL
R = [[

[
0.876 0.007 0.482
0.020 0.998 −0.050
−0.482 0.054 0.875

]]
]

,

CR

CL
t = [[

[
−905.92

2.94
204.82

]]
]

.
(14)

According to the calibration method that was discussed

in Section 3.2, C

M
H is obtained as follows:

C

M
H = [[[[[

[

0.9890 −0.1422 −0.2400 107.02
0.1292 0.9772 0.1939 239.12
0.0713 0.1606 0.9626 278.80

0 0 0 1

]]]]]
]

. (15)

(2) Calibration of Global Parameters. Based on the calibration
principle of the two theodolites, the global measurement
system is calibrated on one spot. Feature points on the
transfer mark are measured using the two theodolites. �us,
M

G
H can be obtained as follows:

M

G
H = [[[[[

[

0.0153 0.9768 0.2135 −408.42
0.9987 −0.0048 −0.0499 −465.07
−0.0477 0.2140 −0.9757 3905.85

0 0 0 1

]]]]]
]

. (16)

With C

M
H and M

G
H, any point in the FOV can be recon-

structed in the global coordinate system.
To evaluate the measurement accuracy, a long one-

dimensional (1D) target with two characteristic points (the
distance between the two points is 1225.0214mm) is con-
sidered. �e measurement FOV is divided into two parts.
�e evaluation process is as follows: 
rst, the target is placed
in front of the cameras, as shown in Figure 5. Second, we
used the cameras to measure the le� characteristic point
of the target and then moved the cameras to the second
position tomeasure the right characteristic point of the target.
Last, the coordinates of the two characteristic points that
were measured by the binocular cameras at two positions
are integrated into the global coordinate system. To guar-
antee repeatability, the 1D target is placed at three di�erent
positions and the evaluation of this process is repeated three
times. �e targets that were reconstructed in the global
coordinate system are shown in Figure 6. To evaluate the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Target measurement experiment. (a) 1D long target with two feature points. (b) First measurement position of the cameras.
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Figure 6: Reconstruction of the target at three di�erent positions.

accuracy of the measurement system, the deviation between
the real length and the measured length of the 1D target
is calculated and listed in Table 1. �e results indicate a
maximum global measurement deviation of 0.103% for the
proposed method.

5.2. 3D Measurement of the Global Measurement System. To
verify the feasibility of the proposed method, a standard
	at part with the size of 600mm × 800mm is measured
in the laboratory. Before the experiments, the standard
	at part was measured using a three-coordinate measuring
machine (Zeiss Prismo Navigator) to obtain the measuring
reference data. By comparing the reconstruction results with
the actual value, the construction accuracy of the global
measurement system is validated. �e experimental system

is shown in Figure 7. According to the calibration calcu-
lation of global system, the calibration results of binocular
cameras and global system are illustrated in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively.

In the experiment, the measurement FOV is divided into
four parts based on the size of the plate. Next, the four parts of
the board are measured by the respective cameras at di�erent
positions. Images of the laser stripes, which are projected
on the board, are captured by the cameras. �e centres
of laser stripes are extracted and matched based on image
processing method in Section 4.1. By monitoring the transfer
mark with the two theodolites, the local 3D data from two
measurements are united with the global coordinate system.
�e results of feature extraction and transformation matrix
of di�erent positions are shown in Table 4.�e reconstructed
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Table 1: Evaluation of the measurement accuracy (mm).

Position 	/mm 
/mm �/mm Measured value/mm Standard value/mm Deviation/%

1
375.4370 −234.7837 166.1296

1224.63

1225.0214

0.032%−185.4221 852.2557 107.0487

2
−203.9730 −205.5046 131.8487

1223.753 0.103%
437.1248 834.3868 203.9114

3
−79.5582 −312.6632 −114.0780

1224.81 0.017%
283.6261 801.1597 233.7018

Table 2: �e calibration results of binocular cameras.

Le� camera Right camera

Intrinsic matrix < = [[[[
[

5051.8 0 2093.7
0 5049.7 1589.0
0 0 1

]]]]
]

< = [[[[
[

4999.1 0 2065.0
0 4998.6 1539.5
0 0 1

]]]]
]

Transformation matrix CL

CR
H =

[[[[[[[
[

0.8863 −0.0795 0.4562 −569.14
0.0694 0.9968 0.0389 −23.749
−0.4579 −0.0028 0.8890 103.70

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]

Table 3: �e calibration results of global system.

TL

TR
H C

M
H

Transformation matrix TL

TR
H =

[[[[[[[
[

0.9997 0.0020 −0.0252 1392.6
−0.0020 1.0000 −0.0001 −14.512
0.0252 0.0002 0.9997 42.612

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]

C

M
H =

[[[[[[[
[

0.9618 −0.0248 0.2726 −254.48
0.0005 −0.9957 −0.0925 −10.851
0.2738 0.0891 −0.9577 −218.60

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]

�eodolites

Standard �at part

Binocular system

Figure 7: Reconstruction of the target at di�erent positions.

results are shown in Figure 8. �e 3D reconstruction points
of measured part are compared with the ideal standard
plane. �e experimental results reveal the construction
deviation is 0.14% with the corresponding measurement

eld.

To verify the validity of the system, a curved composite
part is measured. �e part is shown in Figure 9(a) and the
reconstruction result is shown in Figure 9(b). �e results

indicate that the proposed system can e�ectively measure
curved components.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a global measurement method that is based on
a multiple FOV combination was proposed for measuring
the 3D surface of a large-scale component. Compared with
existing methods, the proposed method has the advantage
of high e�ciency and no requirement for pasting a target
mark on the component. As the cameras with the transfer
mark can be placed at any position in the measurement
range of theodolites, themeasurement system ismore 	exible
for large-scale component measurement. �e experimental
results in the laboratory indicate that amaximum accuracy of
the measurement system of 0.103% can be attained when the
length of the 1D target is approximately 1.225m. For the large
boardmeasurement experiment, the reconstruction accuracy
is less than 0.14%. �us, the proposed method is practicable
and suitable for measuring the 3D surface of a large-scale
component in an industrial site.�emeasurement system can
be employed in the assembly process of large-scale industry
components. Additional research is suggested to improve the
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Table 4: �e results of feature extraction and transformation in di�erent positions.

Position
Results of feature extraction

Transformation matrix M

G
H

Le� camera Right camera

1

M

G
H1 =

[[[[[[[
[

0.9900 0.0209 −0.1398 922.80
0.0185 −0.9997 −0.0178 −609.54
−0.1401 0.0151 −0.9900 3258.3

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]

2

M

G
H2 =

[[[[[[[
[

0.9926 0.0230 −0.1190 926.98
0.0211 −0.9996 −0.0177 −752.53
−0.1194 0.0150 −0.9927 3262.8

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]

3

C

M
H3 =

[[[[[[[
[

0.9997 0.0187 −0.0156 1480.4
0.0184 −0.9996 −0.0211 −751.85
−0.0160 0.0208 −0.9997 3256.4

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]

4

C

M
H4 =

[[[[[[[
[

0.9996 0.0162 −0.0222 1475.8
0.0157 −0.9996 −0.0237 −608.88
−0.0226 0.0233 −0.9995 3251.7

0 0 0 1

]]]]]]]
]
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Figure 8: Reconstruction results of the large plate in the global coordinate system.
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Figure 9: Experimental results of a curved composite part in the global coordinate system. (a) �e measured curved composite part. (b)
Reconstruction results.

global measurement accuracy by optimizing the calibration
process and improving the calibration precision.
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